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Let X be an ordered locally convex topological vector space and suppose 
A : D + X is a linear operator with the following property: there exists a 
contraction A, of A such that A, is the infinitesimal generator of an equicon- 
tinuous semigroup (T,O} of positive operators which is strongly continuous 
for t 3 0 on a subspace X0 C X, i.e., {T,O} is an equicontinuous semigroup 
of class C,, on X0 . We refer to Yosida [9], p. 234 ff. for the definition and 
properties of such semigroups. Let the resolvent [XI - A,]-l be denoted by 
RAo. Even though X0 may be a proper subspace of X, it is assumed that RAo 
has an extension to the entire space. See section l(c) for the details. In this 
paper we shall make a study of the resolvents RR, which dominate R,,O and 
correspond to equicontinuous semigroups of class Co on subspaces of X, with 
infinitesimal generators which are contractions of A. 
The case in which the null space of A is finite dimensional has been studied 
in [3]. In the present paper we shall remove that restriction and extend our 
previous results to a more general setting. Many of the most interesting 
examples involve operators A with infinite dimensional null spaces, the 
obvious one being that of a differential operator such as the Laplacian in 
n > 2 dimensions. Another example arises from the Kolmogorov differential 
equations where A is an infinite matrix 
A=-q+qn 
with q a positive diagonal matrix andII a substochastic matrix. We discussed 
this example in [3], but were forced there to assume that A had finite dimen- 
sional null space. In general this condition is not satisfied, so that one is led 
even in this example to consider an infinite dimensional null space. Other 
examples are afforded by integrodaerential operators arising in the theory 
of the symmetric stable processes with parameter LY, 0 < 01 < 2. These will 
be discussed in a later paper. 
* This research was sponsored in part by a National Science Foundation grant 
and in part by a Rutgers University Faculty Fellowship. 
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In our treatment the emphasis is on “lateral conditions,” a notion first 
introduced by W. Feller, which generalize the classical boundary conditions 
for differential operators. We show that each of the dominating resolvents 
corresponds to a lateral condition. This lateral condition defines the contrac- 
tion of A that generates the corresponding semigroup. See Theorem 4.1, 
where the lateral condition is given by formula (4.8). Conversely, given any 
one of a certain class of lateral conditions, we can construct a corresponding 
semigroup whose infinitesimal generator is the contraction of A obtained by 
restricting the domain to those elements satisfying the given lateral condition 
[Theorem 7.11. 
The original paper which led us to the present problem was that of Feller [4] 
in which he studied the lateral conditions for the Kolmogorov differential 
equations. Feller’s work has been extended by Chung [I], Williams [8], and 
Dynkin [2]. For a detailed probabilistic analysis of the results, see 
especially [ 11. Another interesting approach to the same sort of problem we 
consider here has recently been made by M. Fukushima [5] in the case that 
A = 3 d (d = Laplacian) on a bounded domain D in Rn, II 3 2, with 
R,O the minimal resolvent corresponding probabilistically to the absorbing 
barrier Brownian motion process on D. He uses the theory of Dirichlet 
spaces, due to Beurling and Deny, to find a certain class of symmetric 
resolvents dominating R,,O. 
In Section 1 we give the basic assumptions about the underlying space, 
the given resolvent, and the null space of rZ. In Section 2 we show that a 
large class of dominating resolvents can be put into a certain standard form 
(Lemma 2.1) involving what we term “admissible families of mappings” 
(Definition 2.1). In Section 3 we collect some of the most useful properties of 
admissible families. In Section 4 we show that if R, is a dominating resolvent 
then each F E range R, must satisfy a “lateral condition” (Theorem 4.1). 
Section 5 is devoted to finding a specific formula for the term that must be 
added on to the given resolvent R,O to get the dominating resolvent R, . 
Finally, in Sections 6 and 7 we assume that the lateral conditions are given. 
We then construct dominating resolvents (Section 6) and eventually semi- 
groups (Section 7) generated by restrictions of A to the linear spaces defined 
by the lateral conditions. 
Finally, we should like to discuss briefly two restrictions that are made in 
this paper. The first is the assumption first encountered in Section 4, formula 
(4.6). If this condition is not satisfied then a different train of arguments is 
required to obtain the analogous of Theorem 4.1 and the theorem of Sec- 
tions 5-7. Condition (4.6) is analogous to the condition in [3] or [4] that the 
matrix Vfj increases as h -+ co to a finite limiting matrix Vii . We intend to 
treat in a future paper the case where (4.6) does not hold. 
The second restriction we referred to is on the mapping S in (6.2). We 
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assume that [I - S]-l exists, but this is not a necessary condition. It is 
possible that the general situation could be obtained from our results as a 
limiting case. 
-4 detailed treatment of examples will be deferred to Part II of this paper. 
I. PRELIMINARIES 
We shall be working in the framework of a locally convex linear topological 
space X which is an ordered topological vector space over R in the sense of [7], 
Chapter V, that is, X has an order structure defined by a reflexive, transitive, 
and antisymmetric binary relation < such that 
xs:y~x+z<ytz vs,y, z E x (1.1) 
x < y + cx < cy vs, y E x, vc > 0. (1.2) 
and the positive cone C satisfies: 
C={x:s>O} is closed in X. (1.3) 
(a) THE GIVEN OPERATOR. We assume given a densely defined linear 
operator A with values in X. We call its null space N, and let N+ = C r\ N, 
where C is the positive cone (1.3). We shall impose the following conditions 
on N+: 
N,: N+ is closed. 
N,: N+ is a lattice. 
N,: N+ has a metrizable universal cap. 
Recall that a nonempty subset G of a closed convex cone is called a cap if G 
is compact, convex, and its complement in the cone is convex. The cap is 
called universal if the cone is equal to u,“=l nG. We refer to Phelps [6], 
chapter 11 for the basic theorems concerning caps. The condition N, is 
somewhat more general than the assumption of a compact base for N+. It 
should be noted that the condition does not imply the met&ability of N+ 
[see [6], the example on p. 911. Let us sum up briefly the properties that will 
be important for our purposes. First of all, since iV+ is a lattice, any cap of N+ 
is a Choquet simplex, cf. [6], Proposition 11.3, p. 93. Let us denote the uni- 
versal cap again by G. There exists a lower semicontinuous finite valued 
function p > 0 on N+ which is additive and positive homogeneous uch that 
G = {.Y E N+ : p(x) < l}. Furthermore, the nonzero extreme points of G 
are contained in the set G, = {x EN+ : p(x) = l}. The set Gr may not be 
compact and so is not necessarily a base of N+. Thus we have here a more 
general situation than the case of a compact base. See [6], pp. 89-90 for a 
proof of these statements. Since G is a met&able simplex the extreme points 
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form a G, and any point in G is represented by a unique maximal measure 
supported by the extreme points of G. If x E G1 , then this maximal measure 
is supported by the nonzero extreme points. Since any nonzero point of the 
cone N+ is a multiple of an element of G1 , we get an integral representation 
for elements in N+ using the Choquet representation theorem. The Choquet 
theorem ([6], p. 19) tells us that each x E G is represented by a unique prob- 
ability measure p supprted by the extreme points of G, that is 
J 
. 
a GYPz(dY) = x (1.4) 
e 
where a,G = the extreme points of G and pZ(aCG) = 1. If x is a non-zero 
element of N+ then we can replace a,G with a,G\ (0) C G1 in (1.4), cf. [6], 
p. 90. 
(b) REFERENCE MEASURES ON THE EXTREME BOUNDARY. Let 
B = iY,G\{O) 
and let m be a fixed positive regular Bore1 measure on the compact set B, 
concentrated on B. Denote by N,’ the set of elements in N+ whose repre- 
senting measures are absolutely continuous with respect to m, i.e., x is of the 
form 
where & E&~(B) with & > 0. We shall use the notation 
N,,,=N;-N;. 
From now on we shall assume a fixed but arbitrary reference measure m 
satisfying the above conditions. 
For each q such that 1 < q < co we define N,,,Q to be the subspace of N,,, 
such that the & in (1.5) belongs to L,q. 
(c) THE GIVEN RESOLVENT. We suppose given a family (RAo; h > 0) of 
linear transformations with the following properties: 
(i) R,O is defined on a subspace W of X which contains N,,, . In addition, 
there exists a closed subspace X0 of X such that for some q 
R,O(Xo + Nn’I) = Xo (1.6) 
and R,,‘J is continuous on X0 + N,,,q for each X > 0. Here the sum X0 + N,,,q 
is a vector sum, not a topological direct sum. 
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(ii) If h > 0 and f E X0 f N,,i , then R,,Of is the unique solution in X0 
to the equation Au - .lu = f. This uniqueness condition implies the resolvent 
equation 
R,Of - R,Of = (p - X) R,OR,Of (h, /.L > 0). (I.71 
We shall suppose that every element f E X0 + N, can be expressed as a 
difference f = fi - f2 , where fi E C,,, = C n (X0 + N,,), i.e., the positive 
cone C,,, is generating in So : :V,,, . 
(d) THE NULL SPACE OF AZ - -4. Given h > 0, let 
N,, = {u : Au - Au = 0} 
If .Y E N,,L define 
NT = C n NA . 
hA(x) = x - hR,Ox. (1.8) 
Then h”(.r) E NA . We shall make the important assumption that the mapping 
hA is order preserving, i.e., hAN,l; C NT. 
The mapping hA may not be 1 - 1. However, by the resolvent equation 
(1.4) it follows that if P(x) = 0 then h”(x) = 0, VP > 0. We have then the 
following definition: 
DEFINITION 1.1. The zeros of h” are called passive solutions of Ax = 0. 
The passive solutions of Ax = 0 which lie in G form a closed subset of G, 
since they are just the zeros of the continuous linear transformation R,O 
restricted to the closed subspace X0 . Let B, denote the elements of a,G \ (0) 
which are passive and let B, = B ‘\, B, . 
Now N,, is the (algebraic) direct sum of two subspaces N,P and Nma such 
that N,,,P n N,,,” = (0). If .v E IV,,, we have 
Note that N,” n X0 = (0) since 
using the uniqueness assumption in (c) part (ii). 
(e) THE SPACE Xmq. We introduce a new topology on X0 + N,q which 
is in general stronger than the original one induced by X. The reason for 
doing this is that X0 + Nmq may not be a closed subspace of X in the original 
topology and therefore this induced topology is not a very convenient one to 
work with. Given q 3 1 we assume pl: ELLS. 
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To define the new topology, we can express X0 + N, as an algebraic 
direct sum X0 + N,“. Let 9 denote a family of seminorms determining the 
topology of X. Now if 
. 
x=x,+ I B, YdY) @Y>9 
we define for each 4 > 1 a new family B’(q) of seminorms by 
PX”4 = PW + II A! I/P (l-9) 
where p E 9. We shall require from now on that 
x b 0 + CL%(Y) 2 0 m - a.e. on a. B (1.10) 
Note that if 9’ is a system of monotone seminorms, then P’(q) is again a 
system of monotone seminorms for each 4. Let X,q be the space X0 + N,” 
with the topology generated by 9’(q). The new topology then makes X,q 
the topological direct sum of X0 and N,“, since on X0 the old and new 
topologies agree, and since on Nmu we have p(x) < const. 11 p3c llLa , using the 
compactness of B, . 
Since R,,OX,Q C X0 we conclude that R,,O remains continuous on each of the 
spaces X,,q. 
2. REPRESENTATION OF THE DOMINATING RESOLVENTS 
Given a fixed Q such that 1 < q < + co, we shall be concerned with 
positive semigroups on Xmq whose resolvents are of the form: 
R,f = R,Of + hA 1 jsag”(f,Y)Ym(dY)/ 9 (2.1) 
where for each f E Xmq we have gA( f; -) E L,Q(B,) with m the fixed reference 
measure. For convenience of notation we shall often write gA( f) instead of 
gA(f; *). Further, the mapping f +gA( f) is a positive, linear map from 
X,,,q into L,q(B,). 
From now on to avoid confusion between elements of the space X,q and 
elements of L,q(Ba), we shall in case of ambiguity denote the latter by gothic 
letters. We now introduce some mappings which occur frequently in the 
sequel. If 




for each Bore1 set S C B. Then Z~ is a positive continuous linear functional 
for each such S. If we further decompose 
we can define 
z”(f, S) = . 
J UXY) m@y). B,nS 
Again ZP is a linear functional for fixed S. In general it may not be a continu- 
ous one, but the continuity is not needed in what follows. 
In terms of za we have in (2.1): 
gY.0 = ~VAnf)~ (2.6) 
where P(F) denotes the Lm* density of the measure z”(F; *). 
Let us recall that a pseudo-resolvent R, defined for ,\ > 0 on Xnlq is a 
family of continuous linear mappings from S,,i~ into itself such that the 
resolvent equation (1.7) holds (with R,,” replaced by R,,), cf. [9], p. 215 ff. 
We shall find it convenient to use the abbreviation: 
x8 = s‘Bydy) m(dy) I (2.7) 
where g EL,Q(B). We can define a continuous positive linear mapping S 
from L,*(B,) into L,q(B,) by setting g = 0 on B, and 
sf’g = hg”(.r,). (2.8) 
This operator will play an important role in the theory. Another operator 
which will occur frequently is 
2-g = lii Agyhqx,)]. (2.9) 
Let us first verify that (2.9) makes sense for an appropriate mode of conver- 
gence. From the definition of hu in (1.8) we have 
A+) - h”(x) = (v - /A) Ruo[hY(x)]. (2.10) 
Thus for fixed h > 0 and g 2 0 we have 
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Thus (2.9) exists for each fixed g as an L,Q limit, i.e. if 
T,Ag = kYW~,)l (2.11) 
then TWA + TA in the sense of strong operator convergence. It is clear that 
both T,” and TA are continuous linear operators from L,Q(B,) into itself. 
It is also clear that 
0 < TA < S” 
in the usual ordering for operators. 
(2.12) 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that R, is a pseudo-resolvent satisfying (2.1) for each 
h > 0, where gA( f, S) is a positive continuous linear functional on X,,,q for each 
Borej set S C B, . If 
$y?‘E(d - 4 WY1 = dYf) (2.13) 
exists for each jixed f E X,Q and each h > 0 as an L,Q(B,) limit, then 
g”(f) = [I - TAl d”(f) (2.14) 
where TA is given by (2.9). 
PROOF. We have 
g*[(xI - A) R/u] = gA[(hI - A) R,u] 
- (A - /4gA [h“ /jBaw(u, 4 W4!] . 
By the resolvent equation and (2.6), 
g”[(U - -4 Rp] = &[(A - p) R,,u + u] 
= za[(h - p) RhRUu + R,u] = P[R,u] = g”(u). 
Thus (2.15) becomes 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
gYW - 4 %“ul = &) - (A - 14 g” [hp 1 j-y’(u; 9 +9)/] . (2.17) 
Putting u = (pLI- A) R,O f in (2.17) we get 
g”(f) = [I - (1 - 5) T,“] d;(f ), (2.18) 
where TUA is given by (2.11) and 
d,“(f) = g”KP - 4 R,Of I. (2.19) 
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Thus 
gA(f) - [I - I’,‘] dA(f) = [ T;l - (,l - $ T/h] d”(f) 
+ k ~ (1 -~- x, 3;,j [d,Yf) - WK (2.20) 
The first term on the right tends to 0 with p since TuA --f T strongly; the 
second term tends to 0 since I/ TuA 11 ,< /! S 11 and d,,A + d” in L,,Q by hypo- 
thesis. 
The next lemma gives a sufficient condition for the existence of the limit 
(2.13). 
LEMMA 2.2. If for each fixed f EL,Q(B,) 
(I - TA)-1 f = $2 5 (T”)” f EL,~ (2.21) 
n=o 
exists as an Lmg limit, then (2.13) holds and sS dA( f) dm is a continuous linear 
functzimal on X,g for each Bore1 set S C B, . Also the map f -+ dA( f) from 
X,g --f L,ng is continuous. 
PROOF. Since TuA < TA, if p < A, it follows from (2.18) that iff > 0 in XmQ 
0 < 5 (1 - $)n (T,“)nAf) G : GTP(f )a 
n=M n=M 
Hence for given E > 0 if f > 0 is fixed we can choose iV, independent of p 
such that 
We have also shown that TuA -+ TA strongly as p JO for fixed A > 0 and 
therefore duA(f) --f dA( f) = (I - TA)-l gA( f) in D for each fixed f. 
COROLLARY 2.1. If (2.21) holds with TA replaced by SA then (2.13) holds 
and the conclusion of Lemma 2.1 is valid. 
PROOF. This follows from (/ TA /I < I/ SA /I and Lemma 2.2. 
LEMMA 2.3. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 2.1 the family (d”( f ); X > 0} 
satis$es 
dA(f) - d“(f) = (II - 4 WW) (2.22) 
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and 
X d”(f) - P du(f) = (h - ,u) dA[- A&Of] 
= (A -- p) dA[f - &“f]. (2.23) 
PROOF. This is an immediate consequence of the definition of d” in (2.13) 
and the resolvent equation. 
We have thus shown that under certain conditions the representation (2.14) 
holds for g”(f). This representation is not necessarily unique. There may be 
different families {dA} satisfying (2.22) and operators TA giving such a repre- 
sentation. We shall show later that the particular one we have found here 
has a number of useful properties. 
DEFINITION 2.1. IVe shall call a family {dA(f ); h > 0} of positiwe con- 
tinuous linear mappings from XNlq into L,Q(B,) and admissible family if (2.22) 
is satisjied. 
Let us close the section by comparing the situation so far to the case of the 
finite dimensional null space studied in [3]. There SA was given by a matrix 
that is, 
Sij = Ag,“(xJ, 
(S”f), = 2 Sfjfj = Agl(Xf) 
j=l 
with Xj , j = l,..., m forming B, . Here m is the measure giving mass 1 to 
each xj , and we can take q = + co. If, for example [SfJ is a substochastic 
matrix in the strict sense that 
then ]j S* /I < 1 as a map from Lz into Lz and so we have [I - SA]-l existing. 
This strong a condition is not necessary, however. 
3. SOME PROPERTIES OF ADMISSIBLE FAMILIES OF MAPPINGS 
Let us first note that formula (2.23) is a consequence of (2.22) so that any 
admissible family {dA} automatically satisfies (2.23). From this the following 
lemma is immediate: 
LEMMA 3.1. If (dA; h > 0} is an admissible family of mappings, and if 
0 < mAof < f for all x > 0 then x dA( f) increases as X increases. If, in partic- 
ular, f = x is a passive solution of Ax = 0 then h dA(x) is constant in A. 
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We shall introduce two more operators. Recalling the notation introduced 
in formula (2.7) we define a mapping T from L,*(BD) into L,*(B,) by setting 
g = 0 on B, and 
79 = hdyx,). (3.1) 
Since xa is passive the mapping T is independent of A. Next we define a map VA 
from L,Q(B,) into L,Q(B,) by 
I,‘Ag = h dQ*]. (3.2) 
By Lemma 3.1 we see that if g > 0 then Pg increases with A, or in 
the operator ordering VA increases with A. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. If R, is of the form 
R/\f = RAof + h” 1 jaG Yg”(f, Y) m(dY); (3.3) 
with 
g”(f) = [I - TAI d”(f) (3.4) 
for some admissible family {dA; X > 0} then a linear, but not necessarily continu- 
ous, mapping do from range AR, into L,Q(B,) is dejined by 
d”(--AR,f) = dA(f) - V!z”(R”f) - +“(RAf)]. (3.5) 
The representation is independent of h in the sense that 
-AR,f = -AR,g+dO(-AR,f) = d”(-ARug). 
PROOF. Suppose X0 is the algebraic direct sum of the subspaces XI 
and N,,,‘. We first show that do can be defined on the range of A/X, by the 
formula 
d”(-Ag) = dA(Ag - Ag). (3.6) 
Since XI contains no solutions of Ax = 0 we see that Ag = 0 and g E X-r 
implies g = 0. Hence for fixed h a linear functional is certainly well defined 
by (3.6). To check that the definition is independent of A we must show that 
d”(Xg - Ag) = d+.g - Ag) (3.7) 
Vg E domain A n XI and VA, p > 0. Now by (2.22) and (2.23) 
X d”(g) - p d“(g) = (X - p) d”(-AR,Og) 
= (A - /.L) d”( -R,OAg) = dYAg) - d“(Ag), (3.8) 
which is just (3.7). Now let f E X,,,Q and define 
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Then g E XI , and we get 
dO( --AR,f) = dO( --Ag) = d”(hg - Ag) 
= d”(f) - V!P(R,f) - &(R,f). (3.10) 
Clearly if R,rf, = RAz fs then both of these representations lead to the same g 
in (3.9) and therefore d”(--ARAlfl) = d”(--ARAPfJ. 
4. LATERAL CONDITIONS 
Throughout the rest of the paper we assume q E [l, co] to be fixed. 
LEMMA 4.1. If R, > R,O is a pseudo-resolvent of the form (3.3)-(3.4) for 
some admissible family then each F E range R, satisfies: 
[I - SA] Y(F) = [I - TA] [d”(-AF) + q(F)], 
where SA is dejned by (2.8) and 
(4.1) 
with 7 given by (3.1). 
q(F) = +“(Vl (4.2) 
PROOF. Suppose that for some f E X,,,Q we have F = R, f. Then 
z?(F) = gA[AF - AF] = [I - TA] dA(AF - AF). (4.3) 
BY (3.5) 
d”(-./IF) = dA(AF - AF) - V%“(F) - q(F). 
Therefore, using the fact that 
(4.4) 
we get (4.1). 
S” = [I - P] VA (4.5) 
We have seen in Section 3 that VA increases with A. From now on in this 
paper we shall assume 
VAf t Vf l =L,V,) (4.6) 
for all f 3 0 in&Q(B,). This corresponds to the case in [3] where the limiting 
matrix [ Vij] is everywhere finite. We shall investigate the situation where Vf 
is not m-integrable in a future paper. Our assumption (4.6) implies in fact 
that VA -+ V strongly if 1 < q < co, i.e., pointwise in L,*(B,)-and point- 
wise in the w* topology if q = 00. The hypothesis (4.6) will be taken for 
granted from this point on without specific mention in each lemma and 
theorem. Note that the positivity of the everywhere defined linear operator V 
from LP to itself implies its continuity. 
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THEOREM 4.1. If 0 < TA < SA in Lemma 4.1, then 
s;p 11 S” 11 = Al < 11 L- 11 (4.7) 
and the families (T”}, (9) are relatively compact in the weak operator topology 
if q 3 1. Thus there exist linear operators 0 < T < S = [I - T] V and a net 
{A,} with A, -+ + co such that SAa + S, TAX - T in the weak operator topology 
and 
[I - S] z”(F) = [I - T] [dO(--48’) + q(F)]. (4.8) 
Furthermore 11 T // < /I S II < M. If q = co the same is true if we replace the 
weak operator topology by pointwise convergence in the w* topology. 
PROOF. The only part of this theorem that is not immediate is the relative 
compactness of the two families of operators {a> and {TA). First, if q > I 
then the unit ball in Z(L,*,L,*)-the space of continuous linear mappings 
from L,Q to itself-is weakly relatively compact in the weak operator topology 
and we are done. Hence we assume that q = 1. Now a subset G of ES for 
E a Hausdorff linear topological space is compact in the topology of pointwise 
convergence on S iff G is closed, and for each t E S, the closure of {g(t) : g E G) 
is compact. Now let S = L,,,l(B,) and E =L,,l(B,) with the weak topology. 
We put G = the closure of the set {SA : A > 0} in the topology of pointwise 
convergence on Lml, i.e. in the weak operator topology. Now for each f E L,,,l 
we have 
Thus the family (SAf} is a uniformly integrable family in L,l and is therefore 
relatively weakly compact by the Dunford-Pettis theorem. So the set 
{SAf; h > 0} has compact closure for each f E&I. Since TA < SA, the same 
arguments can be applied to {T A : h > 0). We can then choose a net h, --f 00 
such that TAo --f T and SAW - S in the -weak operator topology and clearly 
II T II < I/ S II < Jf. (4.9) 
Finally, if q = co the proof is similar using the fact that the unit ball in 
Lz is w* compact. 
Condition (4.8) is called a “lateral condition” and may be thought of as a 
generalized boundary condition. Note that [I - T] V > T 2 0 implies the 
existence of [I - T]-*, so that (4.8) is a non-trivial condition. 
5. A FORMULA FOR gA IN TERMS OF THE LIMITING OPERATORS 
THEOREM 5.1. If RA > R,,O is a pseudo-resolvent of the form (3.3)-(3.4) 
with 0 < TA < SA then go’ satisfies: 
[I - S + (I - T) V”lg”(f) = [I - Tl d’(f), (5.1) 
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where S and T are the limitin,o operators in Theorem 4.1 satisfying 
O<T<S. 
?f 
exists as an L,n limit then 
[I-S+(Z-T)V”]-‘i=$nf [S-((I-T)Pl”f 
k=O 
exists in L,q and (5.1) can be written 
gA(f) = [Z - S + (I - T) P1-l [Z - T] d”(f). 
PROOF. Putting F = R, f and g”( f) = za(RA f) in (4.8) we get 
[I - SlgA(f) = [I- Tl [dO(--AR,f) + dW)l. 
But by (3.5) this gives 








which is equivalent to (5.1). To prove (5.4) we shall need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.1. For each h > 0 and each f 3 0 in X,q 
[Z - T] dA(f) ,> 0. (5.8) 
For any T and any admissible family {d”; h > 0}, (5.8) implies that for each 
g > 0 in LmQ(Ba) 
0 < [I - T] VAg t Sg = [Z - T] Vg. (5.9) 
PROOF. Suppose f > 0 and p 3 h > 0. Then by (2.22) 
[Z - Tu] dA( f) = [Z - T“] d”(f) + (P - A) [I - T“] dp(R,of) 
= g”[f + (P - A) &“fl 2 0. (5.10) 
Therefore, letting p + 03 through a suitable net gives (5.8). The operator 
[I - T] VA is positive for X > 0 by (5.8) and (3.2). Also if X 2: ,LL then 
[I - T] [V” - Vu] g = (A - /J) [I - T] dA(h“(x,)) > 0. (5.11) 
Since VA + V strongly in Lmq if 1 < q < co, and in the w* operator topology 
if Q = 00 we have (5.9). This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Now returning to the proof of the theorem we see that (5.9) implies 
0 < [S - (I - T) VA] < S (5.12) 
and so (5.4) clearly holds for f > 0. But this implies that it holds for all f. 
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COROLLARY 5.1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1 zce have 
S” = [I - S + (I - T) V-l [Z - T] T.,’ (5.13) 
if (5.3) holds. 
PROOF. This follows from (2.8) and (5.5). 
Since SA = [I - TA] VA, it is natural to ask, in view of (5.5), under what 
conditions we have 
[I - TA] = [I - S + (I - T) V1-l [Z - T]. (5.14) 
If TA is defined by (5.14) without further restrictions it will not necessarily 
be positive. 
LEMMA 5.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 1.1 with Ij S !) < 1, we have 
(5.14) if and only if there exists a positive continuous operator 
p : -Lz4(W +~“#*(&J 
such that 
[I - TA]-’ [Z - SA] = Z - P VA > 0. (5.15) 
Zf such a P exists, then also 
[I - T]-l [I - S] = Z - P. (5.16) 
PROOF. First suppose that (5.14) holds. From (5.1) and the definition of S 
we have 
[I - SA] = [I - S + (I - T) V-l [Z - S]. (5.17) 
Under the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1 if (5.3) holds for S it also holds for T 
and so [Z - T]-l exists. Hence, combining (5.14) and (5.17) we get 
[Z - TA]-l [I - SA] = [Z - T]-l [Z - S] 
= Z - [I - T]-’ [S - T]. (5.18) 
If we put 
P = [I - T]-l [S - T] (5.19) 
we have P > 0 by (5.2). 
Now for the sufficiency. Clearly if P is given by (5.15) independent of X 
we have 
[Z - SA] = [I - T”] [I - P]. 
Then letting A -+ co through an appropriate net we get (5.16). Thus 
[Z - TA] = [Z - SA] [Z - PI-’ 
= [I - SA] [Z - S]-l [Z - T]. 
But we know that Z - SA is given by (5.17) and so (5.14) must hold. 
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We use the result of Lemma 5.2 now to show that the particular representa- 
tion with TA given by (2.9) and dA by (2.13) does satisfy the condition of 
Lemma 5.2. By Corollary 2.1 this representation will certainly exist if 
[I - SA]-l exists for all h > 0. Note that there is no nonuniqueness involved 
in the choice of SA, since that operator is defined unambiguously in terms of 
gA. The freedom of choice lies in TA and d”. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. If R, > RAO is a pseudo-resolvent of the form (3.3)-(3.4) 
with 
[I - PI-1 f = $2 f (SA)q (5.20) 
k=O 
existing as an L,Q limit for each f E L,q, if TA is given by (2.9) and d” by (2.13) 
then (5.15) holds with 
Pf = lii vq. (5.21) 
Thus TA satis$es (5.14). 
PROOF. Since gA = [I - TA] dA we have 
T”f = knggn[h“(xf)] = bg [I - T”] d*[h“(xf)] = [I - TA] IVf, (5.22) 
where 
WAf = lii dA[h“(xf)]. (5.23) 
This limit exists for each f. It is sufficient to prove it for f > 0. The mapping 
f -+ dA[hu(xf)] is positive for each A, p > 0 and for fixed h increases as p JO 
in the usual ordering for operators. Furthermore, 
dA[hu(xf)] < dA(xf). 
Therefore the limit in (5.23) exists for each f EL,‘J(B,) and WAf EL,Q(B,). 
We next show that 
V”f - wq = lii Pf = Pf VA > 0. (5.24) 
We have 
vAf - WAf = hi h dA[xf - h”(xf)] = FL? h dA[,uR,%;J. (5.25) 
But using (2.22) 
iii h dA[pR,Oxf] = lii(&) (p - A)-l [da(x,) - d“(xi)] 
= lii vq = Pf. (5.26) 
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Hence, by (5.22) 
TA = [I - TA] [F” - P] = SA - [I - T”] P, 
or equivalently 
(5.27) 
[Z - TA] [I - I’] = [I - 91. (5.28) 
Since 0 < P < SA we know that [I - TA]-l exists and (5.28) is then equiv- 
alent to (5.15). 
6. PSEUDO-RESOLVENTS SATISFYING GIVEN LATERAL CONDITIONS 
In the next two sections we turn to the converse of the problem studied in 
the first part of the paper. In Theorem 4.1 we started with a given pseudo- 
resolvent and showed that the elements in its range satisfy the lateral condi- 
tion (4.8). In this section we start with a lateral condition of the type (4.8) 
and then construct a pseudo-resolvent whose range is defined by the given 
lateral condition, cf. Theorem 6.1. 
Throughout Sections 6 and 7 the following will be assumed. There are 
given a continuous, positive linear operator from LIII*(BO) into itself and an 
admissible family (#; h > 0} of positive continuous linear mappings from 
X,9 into L,‘I(B,) such that 
[I - T] dA(f) > 0 Vf E (Xm*)f. (6.1) 
As in the first part of the paper the operator VA defined by (3.2) will be subject 
to the condition (4.6). Now define S by 
S = [I - T] V (6.2) 
and assume 
[I - S]-lf = Jili g sy (6.3) 
n=O 
exists as an L,*(B,) limit for each f EL,*(&). Associated with our given 
family of admissible mappings we have the transformations do and Q defined 
by (3.5), (3.1), and (4.2). 
THEOREM 6.1. Define 
hf= &Of+@ jj-, ~"(f,W'WY)/ s 
a 
where 
g^( f) = [I - S + (I - T) VA]-l [I - T] dA( f ). 
(6.4) 
(6.5) 
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Then R, is a pseudo-resolvent, R, > Rho, and each F E range R,, satisfies 
[I - S] z?(F) = [I - T] [dO(-AF) + q(F)]. (6.6) 
PROOF. First hold X and f fixed and let F = R,$ f. Then 
z”(F) = g^( f) = [I - S + (I - T) P-l [Z - T] d”(AF - AF). (6.7) 
Note that the inverse in (6.5) exists since 
S 3 [Z - T] VA 3 0 v3.8) 
by (6.1) and Lemma 5.1, cf. (5.9). Then (6.3) implies (5.4). Now from (6.7) 
[I - S] z”(F) = [Z - T] [dA(W - AF) - VV(F)]. (6.9) 
By Proposition 3.1 
dA(hF - AF) - Pz”(F) = d”(--AF) + p(F), (6.10) 
so (6.6) holds for F = RA f. We have then a solution F = R, f to the equation 
Au - Au = f subject to the lateral condition (6.6). Let us next show that 
there can be at most one such solution. If there existed two such solutions 
Fl and F, in X,Q then the difference Y = Fl - F2 would be in N,,,A and there- 
fore be of the form 
II = hA(xJ (6.11) 
for some g EL,Q(B,). Then since u would satisfy the lateral condition (6.6), 
[Z - S] z”(u) = [Z - S] g = [I,- T] [dO(- Au) + q(u)]. (6.12) 
But u = - ARAoxS , and so it follows from the original definition of do, 
cf. (3.6), that 
Thus 
h do(u) = X d”(- ARAoxJ = h dA(xg) + q(u). (6.13) 
d”(- Au) + q(u) = - h dA(x,J = - Pg. (6.14) 
But substituting this in (6.12) would give 
[I - S + (I - T) VA] g = 0, (6.15) 
and this in turn implies g = 0 because of (5.4). This uniqueness implies that 
R, is a pseudo-resolvent. The condition R, 3 RAo is assured by (6.1) and (6.8). 
7. CONSTRUCTION OF SEMIGROUPS FROM GIVEN LATERAL CONDITIONS 
In this section we find conditions under which the pseudo-resolvents 
constructed in Theorem 6.1 are actually resolvents of equicontinuous semi- 
groups of class Co on subspaces of X ,nQ. We refer to Yosida [9] pp. 234-250 
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for the main facts about equicontinuous semigroups of class C, in locally 
convex spaces. We shall have to impose more restrictions now on the given 
spaces. We assume (i) The positive cone is normal. In our case this is equiv- 
alent to the condition that the topology is determined by a family 9 of 
monotone seminorms, i.e., p E B implies that p(s) <p(r) whenever 
0 .< x sz JJ. We refer to [7] p. 215 for further properties of normal cones. 
For example, it is easily seen that if the cone is normal there exists a locally 
compact space T such that X is isomorphic to a subspace of R(T), the space 
of continuous, real-valued functions on T with the topology of compact 
convergence. We shall not make use of this representation in the sequel, 
however. 
In addition to this we assume that (ii) X0 is sequentially complete and 
barrelled. Then the same is true for X;llq, since it is the topological direct 
sum of X0 and the Banach space rV,,a with the topology induced by X,,Q. 
Condition (ii) is satisfied if, for example, X0 is a Banach space or, more 
generally, a complete metrizable topological vector space. 
The assumptions made at the beginning of Section 6, including (6.1)-(6.3), 
will remain in force throughout this section. 
LEMMA 7.1. Suppose D >> 0 beZongs to L,“Q(B). Let 
D, = o/B, and D, = D/B, 
If R, is the pseudo-resolvent defined by (6.4) and (6.5) in Theorem 6.1 and x0 
is defined as in (2.7), then 
hR,,q, .< x, (7.1) 
if and only if 
PROOF. We have 
[I - S] u,, 3 [I - T] +,). (7.2) 
%x, - .yD = Q iIn [W(x,; Y) - Ur)l ym(dy)l . (7.3) 
lz 
Hence hR,x, < x, if and only if 
W(xo) < Da - 
But 
(7.4) 
Ag”(xn) = hga(xDJ + /\g”(x,s,) = San, + [I - TI’] T(LJ,). 
LEMMA 7.2. Suppose’ that f. E X,,Q satisfies 
(7.5) 
0 < 4% B fo VA > 0. (7.6) 
__- 
1 There is an error in [3] Lemma 1.4 as it stands. Lemma 7.2 of the present paper 
gives the corrected version. 
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Define u EL,~(B,) by 
[Z - S] u = [Z - T] dY(fo) 
for some v > 0, and let 
R’fo + q, = g. 
then 
0 < Wg <g VA > 0 
where R, is the pseudo-resolvent in Theorem 6.Z. 
PROOF. First 




< Ry”fo f h’ 1 j, AgYR,Ofo; r) Mdy) 1 . (7.10) 
Further, 
hR,,?c” = xu + h,’ [J‘, PgAC%; 9 - tl(y)l ym(dy)] , (7.11) 
bearing in mind that hA(x,) = 0 for any passive solution s, . So 
MAg G g + h” [s, (AgYRyDfo; Y) + xg”(xu; r) - u(y)j ym(dy)] . (7.12) 
Now 
AgA(R,%) + Agg”(x,) - LI = [I - S + (Z - T) P1-l [I - T] X d”(R,Of,) 
+ S”u - u 
= [Z - S + (I - T) VA]-l [(I - T) X dA(R,Ofo) - (I - S) II], (7.13) 
using (5.17). Finally by (7.7) and (2.22) 
[Z - T] X dA(R,,“fo) - [Z - S] u = [Z - T] [A dA(R,Ofo) - d”( fo)] 
= [I - T] dA(vR,% - fo) < 0. (7.14) 
Since I - S + (I - T) VA has a positive inverse we conclude that 
Ag”(R,Ofo) + ~g”(.r,,) - u < 0 (7.15) 
and so the second term on the right in (7.12) is nonpositive, which 
proves (7.9). 
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In the rest of this section the following domination condition will play an 
important role: 
(D) Givenf > 0 in XVnq there exists anfq in X,,,q satisfying (7.6) and an 
x, E [Nmq]+ satisfying (7.2) such that for some u > 0 
f < R,“fo + x,, . (7.16) 
LEMMA 7.3. If condition (D) holds then, given f >, 0 in X,Q there exists 
a k E X,q such that 
0 < /\R,,k < k (7.17) 
and 
f dk. (7.18) 
PROOF. We choose f. and x, so that (7.16) holds. By Lemma 7.2 if we 
define 0” by (7.8) then (7.9) holds. Also by Lemma 7.1 we know that (7.1) 
holds. Then if k = g + x, , we have both (7.17) and (7.18). 
We introduce some preliminary notation before proceeding to the main 
theorem of the section. Let, for a given pseudo-resolvent R, , 
Y,,,” = R,X,Q (7.19) 
and 
&Q = {y E Y,Q : -4y E Y,” and [I - S] z”(y) = [I - 7’1 [d”( - Ay) + q(y)]}. 
(7.20) 
Then define 
A,Q = A/&Q (7.21) 
THEOREM 7.1. If R, is the pseudo-resolvent of Theorem 6.1 dejned by (6.4) 
and (6.9, and if condition (D) holds, then the family {AnRAn : X > 0, n E N} of 
continuous linear transformations is an equicontinuous family on X,q. There 
exists a semigroup { TjmSq’ }, equicontinuous of class Co on YmQ, whose resolve& is 
R,, and whose injnitesimal generator is A,,,q. 
PROOF. First let us show that Zmq = range R, . By Theorem 6.1 we have 
range RA C Z,q. On the other hand, if y E Zmq then 
Ay - A,qy =f E Y,” 
and so y = R,+ f, since we showed in the proof of Theorem 6.1 that R,, f is 
the unique solution of this equation in X,q. Thus 
Z,q = range R, = domain A,q. 
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But this implies that domain A,9 is dense in Ymq, and also 
R, = (XI - A,q)-I. 
The equicontinuity of the family {AnRAn; h > 0, 12 E N) is proved as follows : 
iff E X,q then f = f + -f - with f + and f - both in [Xm@]+. Choose K, and K, 
to satisfy 
f+ dk,, f-<&2, 0 < /\R,k, < ki , 
which is possible by Lemma 7.3. Then if p’ E B’(q), we have 
(7.22) 
p’(A’%“f 1 d p’(~“R,“f +> + p’(h%‘!f -) 
i=l i=l 
(7.23) 
Thus the family {PR ,,n; X > 0, n E N} is pointwise bounded and thus 
equicontinuous on X,Q (and hence on Y,“), since X,q is barrelled. 
The second part of the theorem is now an immediate consequence of the 
Hille-Yosida theorem for locally convex spaces, cf. [9] p. 246. 
The method used to prove Theorem 7.1 is most simply illustrated when 
the positive cone is normal. However, this normality condition can be con- 
siderably weakened. The same sort of proof goes through with only minor 
modifications, for example, if the topology on X,q is generated by a family of 
seminorms S” which are monotone on N,q, but on range R,O satisfy the 
weaker condition that 
P’(RAY) G q&Y) . qdf 1 
where the qi are monotone seminorms. We shall discuss such modifications 
in Part II, where specific applications and examples will be presented. 
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